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JND provides an innovative eDiscovery offering designed to
drive efficiency, mitigate risk and reduce cost for our clients.
Our flexible cloud-based platform allows clients to access
information from any global location, while maintaining
the highest levels of data security. Whether producing or
requesting eDiscovery, JND’s team of certified professionals
has a proven track record helping clients identify the data
critical to their case.
EFFICIENT PROCESSES
JND workflows leverage advanced technologies to
ensure that data is identified, collected, reviewed
and produced as efficiently as possible, resulting in
significant cost and time savings for your organization.
We tailor our approach in every aspect of the case
lifecycle by designing custom solutions and tailored
dashboards to suit our clients’ specific needs.
INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
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With real-time reporting and data transfer speeds
up to ten times faster than other platforms, you can
quickly gain access to the information you need when
you need it and where you need it. Our cloud-based
platform allows you to securely access and review
your data from any location, allowing you to make
real-time decisions in the moment based on the most
current information.
CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
A premier Relativity Certified Partner and known
technology innovator, JND eDiscovery has developed
three patent pending, Relativity-integrated software
applications. Each of these proprietary applications was
invented to improve processes and outcomes in the
Relativity platform for our eDiscovery clients.
JND provides an end-to-end eDiscovery solution
through RelativityOne, Relativity’s leading cloud
eDiscovery platform enhanced by JND proprietary
software: OneSearch™, MachOne™ and LayerCake™.
Advantages of our technology offering include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced search functionality and accelerated
document review using JND proprietary software
Unprecedented data transfer, processing and
search speeds
Unlimited scalability and hosting flexibility
Encrypted web-based access to the production
environment
M ilitary-grade security with global compliance
offerings
Early access to the software’s newest features
and developments
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CLIENT-FOCUSED SOLUTIONS
Understanding that each case is unique, JND
provides clients with individualized attention,
strategically tailoring our approach to each
case based on the specifics of the matter.
JND’s eDiscovery team delivers best-in-class
professional services while implementing
the necessary tools and deploying analytic
techniques to support individual client needs.
DATA MAPPING AND COLLECTION
When you are subject to discovery requests,
our experienced hands-on team uses an suite
of forensic technology to quickly identify and
collect relevant information. We document
where your electronically stored information
is, allowing you to quickly access it and comply
with discovery protocols. We can extract data
from more than 1,000 types of electronic
devices, including servers, network shares,
social media sites, smartphones, websites and
portable media. From the information that we
gather, we produce reports that provide critical
information about the content of your data.
EXPERT CONSULTING AND TESTIMONY
JND provides expert testimony in the areas of
analytics, data culling, claims of undue burden
and workflow methodology, clearly presenting
the evidence to a declaration or to a judge, in
a concise manner to aid the decision maker’s
understanding of the process. JND also provides
clients with the technical arguments they need
to negotiate discovery terms and evaluate
technical aspects of legal motions.
MILITARY-GRADE SECURITY
Dedicated to protecting the privacy of client data,
JND’s environment utilizes AES 256-bit encryption
at every logical endpoint.
Our Microsoft Azure cloud data center is ISO 27001
certified and meets more compliance standards
than any other commercial cloud solution on the
market, including NIST, FIPS 140-2, SSAE-16 and CIS
Benchmark. Our security measures rival those of
the most secure banks and ﬁnancial institutions,
and our data center is tested annually by a thirdparty threat detection firm to ensure compliance
and security.
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